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Abstract—Electroencephalography (EEG) data are used to de-
sign useful indicators that act as proxies for detecting humans’
mental activities. However, these electrical signals are susceptible
to different forms of interferences—known as artifacts—from vol-
untarily and involuntarily muscle movements that greatly obscure
the information in the signal. It is pertinent to design effective ar-
tifact removal techniques (ARTs) capable of removing or reducing
the impact of these artifacts. However, most ARTs have been focus-
ing on handling a few specific types, or a single type, of EEG arti-
facts. EEG processing that generalizes to multiple types of artifacts
remains a major challenge. In this paper, we investigate a variety
of eight different and typical artifacts that occur in practice. We
characterize the spatiotemporal-frequency influence of these EEG
artifacts and offer two heuristics. The proposed heuristics extend
influential independent component analysis to clean the contami-
nated EEG signal. These proposed heuristics are compared against
four state-of-the-art EEG ARTs using both real and synthesized
EEG, collected in the presence of multiple artifacts. The results
show that both heuristics offer superior spatiotemporal-frequency
performance in automatic artifacts removal and are able to
reconstruct clean EEG signals.

Index Terms—Brain computer interface, electroencephalogra-
phy, EEG artifact removal techniques, independent component
analysis, wavelet analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

R ECENT advances in the area of Brain Computer Inter-
faces (BCIs) [1] have helped the disabled to improve their

ability to communicate and control external devices through
real–time psychophysiological measurements. Most BCIs make
use of electroencephalography (EEG) to capture brain electrical
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activities using sensors/electrodes [2], [3]. The recorded EEG
arises from synchronized neural activities, produced by the fir-
ing of neurons in the brain. Some applications require a mesh
of electrodes, quantitative electroencephalograph (QEEG), to
simultaneously acquire signals from multiple locations spread
over the scalp. Decoding the QEEG signals [4] into high-order
cognitive states, such as emotions [5], memory [6] and planning,
is a key step towards the design of more advanced BCI systems.
These systems need to be suitable for both medical applications
and naturalistic settings, including safety critical decision mak-
ing environments, such as real-time management of air traffic
controllers’ workload [7], [8].

Any conclusion drawn from EEG signals depends on how
much organic brain signal activities are captured by the signal.
The primary challenge in capturing true brain activities lies in
the existence of non-brain source electrical activities, known as
artifacts, that greatly distort EEG recording. Artifacts are in-
duced by normal human voluntarily and involuntarily activities
such as eye movements and muscle contractions.

The development of artifacts removal techniques can be
broadly categorized into three classes known as 3R: reduce,
reject and recover. Artifacts prevention [9], [10] is widely fol-
lowed in EEG experiments to reduce the occurrence of artifacts,
however, in principle, even under a very conditioned experi-
mental environment, a human can’t control against artifacts for
a long time. The simplest and most intuitive approach to handle
the undesired artifacts is by rejecting contaminated EEG seg-
ments from the recording [9], [10] to ensure that conclusions
are drawn only from reliable data. Nevertheless, this comes at
the expense of large information loss [11]. The ideal ‘R’ for
EEG analysis is signal recovery to improve both the quality
and quantity of EEG information. Existing techniques for re-
covering EEG signal from artifacts can be classified [12] based
on the number of EEG channels being simultaneously used
for artifacts removal. The first group includes regression, filter-
ing, wavelet, and empirical mode decomposition (EMD). These
methods work on a single channel. The second group is known
as blind source separation (BSS) and work on multiple channels
simultaneously.

Regression and filtering such as linear regression [13], [14],
adaptive filtering [15]–[17], Wiener filtering [15] and Bayes fil-
tering [15], [18], [19] use or estimate the reference channel of
artifacts using additional channels. These methods have the ad-
vantage of working on a single channel automatically. However,
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these techniques require a proper calibration before the experi-
ment and either an extra reference or an estimated one to capture
artifacts. The latter requirement can hardly be achieved in EEG
data that are contaminated by multiple artifacts [12].

Wavelet [20] and EMD [21] model the time-frequency or
temporal-oscillatory of a single channel. Since an artefact has
different time-frequency characteristics compared to EEG, the
wavelet basis or intrinsic mode of EEG artifacts can be removed
from the signal [22]–[28].

BSS, also known as component analysis has the advantage of
estimating artifacts’ signals using a multivariate approach, with
all EEG channels being used. The most common methods rely
on, principle component analysis [29], canonical correlation
analysis [30], and independent component analysis (ICA) [31]–
[33]. ICA is considered the most reliable method when prior
knowledge on artifacts is unknown [12]. The estimation of inde-
pendent components and their qualities have gained significant
attention in the literature [34]–[36]. For example, clustering and
visualization are common techniques to investigate the reliabil-
ity of independent components [37]. Different implementations
of ICA have been proposed in the literature; one of the most
common of which is Extended Infomax ICA [38], which has
been investigated in many papers [39], [40]. EEG signals are
passed through an ICA. Through visual inspection by a human,
contaminated components are removed and the signal is recon-
structed using the remaining components [41]. However, visual
inspection is a time consuming task. With the vast amount of
data collected today in QEEG settings, it is near to impossible
to visually inspect these data. Automated methods to process
the data reduce, or eliminate, human involvement.

Many other ARTs such as BSS with wavelet [23], [24] and
BSS with EMD [42], [43] are designed based on some com-
binations of the above methods. There are also methods that
hybridize with algorithms from statistics [44] and machine
learning [40], [45], [46] to achieve automatic artifacts removal.
While many work have been devoted to this artifact removal
problem, the robustness of ARTs in the scenario of multiple
artifacts remains to be a challenging problem because of the
restrictive prior assumption made on an EEG artifact will fail to
generalize to handle artifacts from different origins (eye, mouth,
neck), subjects and electrode placements.

The contributions of this work are: (1) Characterizing the
spatiotemporal-frequency influence of multiple EEG to study
and synthesize artifacts. (2) Validating the reliability and ro-
bustness of existing methods for automatic artifacts removal by
designing eight different EEG experiments and performing three
EEG artifact simulations. (3) We also attempt to compare two of
our proposed methods H1 and H2, that model and manipulate
the influence of EEG artifact through influential independent
components, against four state-of-the-art ARTs in Section II.
The proposed methods were found to be more flexible to gener-
alize to different type of artifacts and contributed a better EEG
signal reconstruction.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
presents a brief overview of related work on EEG ARTs, with
a focus on methodologies that work in conjunction with ICA
where proposed methods will be compared to. This is followed

by Section III, where two of our proposed ARTs are discussed.
In Section IV, the validation scheme for evaluating ARTs is
discussed, and the synthesis of EEG artifacts, EEG experiments
along with results are presented in Sections V, VI and VII,
respectively. Conclusions are drawn in Section VIII.

II. RELATED WORK

Independent component analysis (ICA) has been widely used
to de-mix signals collected from multiple sources. The de-
mixing or separation process is based on a linear transformation
of the mixed signals into maximally statistically independent
components.

The ICA decomposition addresses the problems where data
can be formulated as X = AS + N , where X denotes mea-
sured signals, A denotes mixing matrix, N denotes noise and
S denotes Sources. Mathematically, ICA performs linear trans-
formation W from mixed signals to components such that the
components are statistically independent and with non-gaussian
distribution, Ŝ = WX + N . Once W and the estimated sources
Ŝ are found, A can be obtained from the inverse of W . Being an
independent event of neural signals, artifact sources can be sep-
arated into components. The cleaner EEG signals can be recon-
structed from those components deemed useful: X̂ = W−1 Ŝ.
Visual inspection by clinical experts can always be carried out
to detect and remove those independent components being sus-
pected to be contaminated with artifacts. A number of ICA
algorithms have been successfully used for EEG analysis [47]
and ARTs [48]. These include SOBI [34], Infomax ICA [35]
and FastICA [36]. ICA has also been used as the basis for a
number of heuristics and methodologies designed for EEG ar-
tifacts removal. Among these, probably the most commonly
used methods in the literature are FASTER [44], ADJUST [40],
MARA [45], and wICA [23].

FASTER [44] is an unsupervised methodology that de-
tects artifacts by analyzing various statistical properties of
the data: channels, epochs, independent components, single-
channel single-epochs, and aggregated data. It assumes that the
statistical measurements underlying what defines a correct sig-
nal are normally distributed. It then detects and rejects signals’
outliers.

ADJUST [40] relies on the joint use of spatial and temporal
features to reject EEG artifacts. It maximizes the likelihood
(ML) of observed data to classify eye blinks, horizontal and
vertical eye movements and generic discontinuities based on
five spatial and temporal statistical properties of the artifacts.
Once a component is classified as an artefact, it is rejected.
ADJUST reported its superior performance in terms of artifacts
classification accuracy and neat EEG signal reconstruction when
compared to manual artifacts removal techniques that rely on
domain experts.

MARA [45] is a supervised linear classifier with six IC fea-
tures collected from 35 subjects and 3 EEG paradigms to classify
artifacts components and EEG components. Adapted strategy is
also proposed to generalize for different electrode setups. The
performance of this method in handling multiple artifacts has
been evaluated against human expert ratings. It is reported to
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Fig. 1. Eye blink (EB), horizontal eye movement (HEM), vertical eye movement (VEM) and uttering ‘Weee’ (UW).

Fig. 2. Head shaking movement (HSM), swallowing, teeth tapping (TT) and grinding teeth (GT).

Fig. 3. EEG topographic map of Clutter-to-Signal Ratio (CSR) in decibel (dB).
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Fig. 4. Continuous wavelet transform (CWT) scalogram of the signal before applying ART. The dashed line is called cone of influence which shows where edge
effects of the CWT become significant.

have maintained the integrity of the BCI performance while
removing artifactual components.

wICA [23] hybridizes discrete wavelet transform with ICA
for artifacts removal. It has a contrary goal to wavelet denoising
where useful EEG has low amplitude while artifacts have higher
amplitude. A wavelet thresholding to IC with a threshold similar
to the one reported in [48] to estimate the contamination in the
signal, is subtracted from that IC. It is reported to preserve both
spectral (amplitude) and coherence (phase) characteristics of the
underlying neural activity.

III. METHODOLOGY

After characterizing EEG artifacts and their spatial-temporal-
spectral influence in EEG recording, our two proposed ARTs
for removing multiple EEG artifacts are described. The studied
artifacts are as follows:

A. EEG Tasks

1) Eye Blink Artifact (EB): A common artifact that has been
studied significantly in EEG artifact removal studies. It is pro-
duced by closing of the eyelid then opening it.

2) Horizontal Eye Movement Artifact (HEM): A common,
mostly voluntarily, behavioral pattern during information scan-
ning on an interface or during naturally occurring interactions.

3) Vertical Eye Movement Artifact (VEM): It is another com-
mon and mostly voluntarily behavioral pattern during informa-
tion scanning and naturally occurring interactions. It is used to
signify a state of surprise or wonder.

4) Head Shaking Movement Artifact (HS): The shaking of
one’s head, vertically, horizontally or in both directions, is a
common body movement in daily activities. In some cultures,
the vertical head shaking signifies an agreement, while in other
cultures, pushing the head up signifies a ‘no’.

5) Uttering the Word ‘Weee’ Artifact (UW): It is common in
daily activities that mouth muscles are used, either for speech

production purposes or for non-verbal communications as in the
case of producing a smile. This artifact is induced by the subject
uttering the word ‘Weee’, with the sequence of e’s causing the
mouth and lips to shape as a smile.

6) Swallowing Artifact (SW): It is both a voluntarily and
involuntarily behavioral pattern.

7) Teeth Tapping Artifact (TT): Teeth tapping is both a vol-
untarily and involuntarily behavioral pattern. It can occur when
a subject close the month.

8) Teeth Grinding Artifact (GT): It is an involuntarily move-
ment produced by a number of people during sleeping. It is
sometimes also produced voluntarily during normal activities
and eating.

These eight different artifacts were selected carefully to cover
the main artifacts that could be encountered in a real-world
situation and under normal working conditions.

B. Characteristics of EEG Artifacts and its Influence

Figs. 1 and 2 show the enormous influence of multiple EEG
artifacts on the recording. In order to quantify the influence,
we used clutter-to-signal ratio (CSR) defined in Section IV and
Equation 6. CSR is a measure in decibel (dB) that indicates the
level of contamination in EEG compared to the baseline EEG
which quantifies the amount of artifacts’ influence. In Fig. 3, we
show an example of the EEG topographic map of CSR for each
artefact. Every artefact is observed to have a very distinct and
diverse spatial influence in addition to different CSR.

The spectral characteristics of EEG artifacts are visualized
using continuous wavelet transform (CWT) scalogram in Fig. 4
where electrodes with maximum CSR are chosen. CWT shows
the time-frequency influence of EEG artifacts and captures
their transient impacts. Ocular movements and eye blink are
observed to have low frequency while mouth movements in-
fluence higher frequency. Head shaking movements have a
wider spectral influence. The summary of spectral and spatial
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TABLE I
CHARACTERISTICS OF EEG ARTIFACTS. F - FRONTAL, T-TEMPORAL

Entropy Skewness Kurtosis Frequency Region

EB 2.630 3.673 19.820 0–6 Hz F
HEM 3.781 0.648 5.003 0–4 Hz F
VEM 2.633 0.202 7.535 0–8 Hz F
UW 3.890 −1.416 8.162 >16 Hz T
HSM 2.510 −2.843 13.525 0–8 & >16 Hz T
SW 3.495 −0.278 5.025 >12 Hz T
TT 2.916 −3.980 40.421 >16 Hz F, T
GT 3.157 −3.149 23.206 >12 Hz T

influence along with several statistical measures for outlier-
prone data, entropy, skewness and kurtosis, are summarized
in Table I.

C. Proposed Artifacts Removal Techniques

In this work, we proposed two automated ARTs that work
in conjunction with ICA. They are designed to manipulate the
influence of EEG artifacts. They involve variance estimation
of baseline EEG, artifacts segmentation, artifacts’ influence de-
tection, influence analysis, artifacts components removal and
signal reconstruction from useful components.

Variance estimation of baseline EEG is achieved by comput-
ing the sliding singular value decomposition with window size
of 500 ms and 50% overlapping. Assuming that at least 10%
of the data is artifacts free, the variance, Vc , of each channel c
can be computed using 10% of the data with the smallest first
singular value. In other experimental design, a higher percent-
age can be chosen if artifact prevention procedure is followed
while a lower percentage can always be used if percentage is
hardly known. The baseline EEG can be enlarged by appending
EEG segments with standard deviation that is not statistically
twice larger than

√
Vc . This is achieved using one-tailed F-test

(OTFT-n) of variance with the null hypothesis of variables x, ny
having the same variance against the alternative that variance
of x is n2 times greater than that of y. The variance of the
baseline Vb is computed using the enlarged baseline segment.
When the baseline segments are removed from the data, it is
left with EEG segment that are suspicious for artifacts contam-
ination. Each suspicious segment is extended with 250 ms on
each end.

For each suspicious segment EEGs , an influence analysis
is performed to determine if there is an artefact in the signal.
The most influential component will be removed and ̂EEGs

will be reconstructed using the remaining components, when
the influence of the artifacts is detected. This step repeats until
the variance of ̂EEGs accepts the null hypothesis of OTFT-2
compared to the Vb .

We defined two ways to model the strength of influence, H1
and H2, as follow:

1) H1: It is designed based on Pearson correlation that mea-
sures the similarity of component between ith IC Si and cth
signal Xc . This method has been tested on synthetic data set

in [50]. We have H1 as follows:

H1(Si) =
C∑

c

corr(Si,Xc))2 (1)

C is the set of channels in favor of alternative hypothesis of
OTFT-1 compared to Vb . The most influential component Sf is
selected based on:

f = arg max
f

(H1(Sf )) (2)

The additional condition of removing Sf is that H1(Sf ) > 1
as set in [50].

2) H2: The second model analyses the function fc,i from
ICA that f : Si �→ Xc . The value of Xc is bounded by
minkowski sum of Ic,i ∀i where Ic,i is the interval of X̂c recon-
structed from Si . Ic,i = [min(fc,i(Si)),max(fc,i(Si))].

H2 is defined as follows:

H2(Si, c) = Ic,i (3)

For each Xc , there is a k where

kc = arg max
k

(H2(Sk , c)) (4)

The most influential component Sf is selected to be f =
mode(kc) where the mode of a set equals the element that occurs
most in the set. Similar to H1, c ∈ C is the set of channels in
favor of alternative hypothesis of OTFT-1 compared to Vb .

IV. CRITERIA FOR VALIDATION

In order to ensure the reliability of EEG system, validating
the performance of EEG ARTs is indispensable. Several perfor-
mance metrics have been proposed to validate ARTs [12]. Four
criteria, that validate both temporal and spectral content of the
signal, are used in this study to assess ARTs for synthesized and
acquired EEG.

Synthesized EEG artifacts has the advantage that the perfor-
mance can be assessed using standardized metrics [12]. Signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) is used to validate the ARTs on synthesized
artifacts.

SNR = 10 × log10

(
Psignal

Pnoise

)
(5)

Furthermore, artifact residue (AR) and information loss (IL)
of the synthesized data in frequency domain are proposed as
new metrics. They are defined as the area between the power
spectral density (PSD) curves of the processed EEG and ground
truth EEG. Artifact residue captures the additional signal added
to the signal. It is defined as the area above ground truth, while
information loss is the area below the ground truth capturing the
removal of EEG content.

For acquired EEG, the performance of each ART will be eval-
uated using clutter-to-signal ratio (CSR) and time-frequency
analysis and visualization. Clutter-to-signal ratio (CSR) is
defined as follows:

CSRi = 10 × log10(R) = 10 × log10

(
Pi

Pf

)
(6)
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Fig. 5. Synthesis of EEG artifacts.

Fig. 6. The timeline for each trial. The subjects are requested to induce the
required artifact while controlling for all other artifacts starting from the first
second. The amount of the artifact influence to each second is categorized into
five categories: high(H), medium(M), low(L), rare(R), neutral(N). The neutral
category represents the absence of knowledge on the amount of artifact in the
fifth second because subjects are expected to be in a state whereby they are
anticipating the induction of the artifact in the following first second.

where Pi is the power of signal i, Pf is the power of the signal
that is artefact-free. CSR is a modification of signal to noise ratio
(SNR). CSR is adopted here because the ground truth of EEG is
unavailable and noise (artifact) has larger amplitude compared
to the signal of interest. An ART that handles multiple artifacts
well will have a CSR score closer to 0, while removing too much
information will make CSR much smaller than 0.

The second criteria of acquired EEG is based on time-
frequency analysis of the processed EEG signal. CWT scalo-
gram is adopted in this study. Compared to CSR and distortion
in frequency bands in [24], CWT has the advantage of having
higher spectral and temporal resolution; thus, a small artifact
residuals can still be easily visualized.

V. SYNTHESIZED EEG ARTIFACTS

In this study, we synthesized three type of EEG artifacts
(A1, A2, A3) in Fig. 5 using Morlet wavelet [51]. Artifact Ai is
synthesized by tuning the wavelet coefficients at different scales
and location to obtain signal with desired signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR), duration (1–2s), amplitude and frequency. A1 and A2 are
low (0-8 Hz) and high (16-42 Hz) frequency artifacts while A3
is a mixture of them. The spatial propagation of EEG artifacts
are assumed to have strength/amplitude decrease exponentially
as it traverses. The synthesized artifacts are then added to the
acquired resting state EEG.

Fig. 7. Signal-to-noise ratio of the processed signal before (x-axis) and after
(y-axis) applying ARTs.

Fig. 8. (a) Power spectral density (PSD) of the ground truth EEG. (b) &
(c) The PSD difference between processed A3 with r = 1 and ground truth
EEG. (d) & (e) The PSD difference between processed A3 with r = 16 and
ground truth EEG.

For each type of artifact Ai , 30 trials are generated for dif-
ferent SNR. An decreasing SNR of the synthesized artifacts are
achieved by setting the standard deviation of EEG artifacts to be
r times larger than the average standard deviation of the resting
EEG. r = 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 are investigated. The average SNR for
each Ai can be found in the x-axis in Fig. 7.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL

Six subjects are used in this experiment. Two sessions were
performed. In each session, the eight different experiments rep-
resenting the eight individual artifacts were conducted. Each
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Fig. 9. Experimental Design for assessment and validation EEG artifact
processing techniques.

experiment for each artifact (epoch) lasted for five seconds, and
is repeated 30 times. This roughly equated to 1.5 hours be-
tween testing each artifact in the first session and retesting it in
the second session. All experiments were conducted in a single
3-hour block without any breaks in between. In each epoch,
the subject was faced with a black screen and a counter in the
middle. The counter starts from 1, signalling to the subject that
a single occurrence of the required artifact needs to be induced,
and continues to 5 with an increment of 1. The timeline for each
epoch is summarized in Fig. 6. Once the counter reaches 5, it
starts again from 1. The inter-counting time is fixed to 1 second,
thus each epoch lasts for 5 seconds and all artifact were induced
at the start of each epoch. The subject controlled for all other
artifacts, was monitored by an analyst to provide a secondary
validation for the control, and was video tapped for post-check.

To validate the five second design discussed above, Fig. 4
shows the continuous wavelet transform scalogram of signal
from -2 to 5 second at the channel where CSR is maximum.
Comparing the observation in each second to the fourth second,
the largest differences are observed in the first two seconds,
which are very different for different type of artifact. However,
this trend changes in the third and fifth seconds. The data were
collected using Neuroscan NuAmps, a 32 channel EEG Ampli-
fier, with a sampling rate of 250 Hz in a continuous recording
mode. EOG and EMG were recorded for post-check. The EMG
was recorded from two locations: from the back of the neck un-
derneath the Inion, and the second on the left Masseter muscle.
Events were tagged to mark the beginning and end of each five
second epochs, which are then extracted for post processing.

VII. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Fig. 9 shows the flow for data processing starting with the
acquisition of EEG signals and synthesis of EEG artifact in
their raw forms without segmentation based on types to test the
capability of ARTs in the scenario of multiple artifacts. They
are then bandpass filtered between 1 Hz and 42 Hz. Extended
informax ICA is then performed on the filtered data to estimate

TABLE II
ARTIFACT RESIDUE AND INFORMATION LOSS OF A3 BEFORE AND AFTER

APPLYING ARTS

r 1 16

Algo AR IL AR IL

EEG + A3 54.66 −1.77 529.99 −2.64
MARA 54.19 −8.07 24.39 −31.52
Adj 39.05 −206.41 0.00 −317.41
Fas 60.04 −10.47 534.93 −9.15
wICA 44.62 −3.82 157.27 −7.34
H1 15.07 −16.88 13.09 −15.59
H2 15.07 −16.88 13.09 −15.59

independent sources. wICA, FASTER, ADJUST, MARA, H1
and H2 are used for artifact removal. Eventually, the processed
signals are reconstructed and evaluated using four criteria dis-
cussed in IV.

Fig. 7 summarized the SNR performance of ARTs on syn-
thesized EEG artifacts. H1 and H2 are observed to have
superior performance comparing to all other methods. wICA
performed better and was more reliable for different SNR com-
pared to MARA, ADJUST and FASTER. MARA is only re-
liable when SNR is high and had false negative when SNR
is low. FASTER can only handle A1 artifact, while ADJUST
failed to handle all synthesized artifacts. Fig. 8 shows the
power spectral density (PSD) of the ground truth EEG and
the PSD difference between the processed EEG and ground
truth EEG for A3 artifact with r = 1 and 16 at channel C3.
The artifact residue (AR) and information loss (IL) defined in
Section IV are summarized in Table II. H1 and H2 achieved a
better trade off between artifact removal and information loss for
synthesized EEG, for having the smallest |AR| + |IL|. The sim-
ilarity in performance of H1 and H2 indicated that both heuris-
tics identified nearly the same influential ICs for synthesized
artifacts.

In Fig. 10, the box plot of CSR in decibel (dB) of all acquired
EEG channels before and after artifact processing for all sub-
jects are shown. Five auxiliary lines (a, b, c, d, e) are drawn to
indicate the power ratio R in equation 6. ADJUST was found
to have a large CSR in some cases, while having very small
CSR for others. It fails by maintaining a level of artifact while
removing genuine EEG information. FASTER performed better
than ADJUST, although there is still a large artifact residual in
the processed signal. Both FASTER and ADJUST have failed
significantly in this multiple EEG artifact circumstance. MARA
was found to remove many artifacts as well as EEG informa-
tion as demonstrated by the low CSR for some cases. wICA
was having the best CSR compared to ADJUST, FASTER and
MARA, especially for ocular and eye blink artifacts.

H1 and H2 were observed to have CSR that falls within line a
to line c for most of the artifacts and the 25th to 75th percentiles
of the CSR are very close to 0; which is a good indication
of artifact removal while retaining EEG information. A few
exceptions of low CSR were due to the limitation of ICA where
contaminated signals are separated into multiple ICs. In Fig. 11,
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Fig. 10. The box plot of Clutter-to-Signal Ratio (CSR) in decibel (dB) (Equation 6) for all EEG channels of EEG artifacts before and after applying ARTs. The
auxiliary line a, b, c, d and e indicate CSR where R = 0.25, 1, 4, 10 and 100.

Fig. 11. Root-mean-square error (RMSE) of CSR for each ART. All ARTs
are compared to H1 and H2 using one-tailed paired-sample T-test (** for p <
0.01). Wilcoxon signed rank test gave the results of p < 0.01, except for wICA
where p < 0.05.

the root-mean-square error (RMSE) of CSR are shown. H1 and
H2 are found to have statistical significant and better RMSE
using one-tailed paired-sample T-test and Wilcoxon signed rank
test compared to all other ARTs.

The time-frequency analysis of the processed data for all
six ART are shown in Figs. 1–6 in the supplemental materials.
ADJUST and FASTER are observed to have eliminated little
artifact, yet they are far from exhibiting a satisfactory perfor-
mance across all artifact. MARA is observed to remove 6 types
of artifacts well except for head shaking and teeth tapping.
wICA handled the ocular artifact and eye blink while having
artifact residues for all others. H1 reduces the influence of all
artifact although there is a residue in swallowing and teeth tap-
ping. In time frequency analysis, H2 was performing best for all
8 types of artifact with a small artifact residue in head shaking
movement and uttering ‘wee’.

Combining the result from synthesized and acquired EEG,
H2 is found to be the most reliable and robust to all 8 types
of EEG artifacts studied in this work. From the results, some
insights can be drawn: (1) H1 and H2 have a few assumptions
that make them generalize better to different types of artifacts (2)
there is a trade off between information loss and artifact removal
as every component that is used to model artifact sources will
reduce the rank of EEG data by 1. The situation is worsen when
contaminated signals are separated into multiple ICs (3) A more
advanced BSS is required as the ability of ICA to specialize
the components to EEG and artifact information is not perfect.
This ability is limited by the fact that the number of estimated
sources equals to the number of EEG channel.
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VIII. CONCLUSION

There are three complimentary goals achieved in these stud-
ies: (1) characterize the spatiotemporal-frequency influence of
EEG artifacts collected from 8 carefully designed experimen-
tal scenarios, (2) evaluate existing automated artifact removal
techniques in the scenario of multiple artifacts using both ac-
quired and synthesized EEG, (3) design robust artifact removal
techniques that have fewer restrictive prior assumption on arti-
fact characteristics to be generalizable to handle several type of
artifacts in the scenario of multiple artifacts.

Two of our proposed ARTs, that model and manipulate ar-
tifact influence through influential independent components,
achieved a superior signal-to-noise (SNR) in synthesized data
and better clutter-to-signal ratio (CSR) score for all 6 subjects
in acquired EEG and showed better artifact processing in time-
frequency analysis and visualization for 8 types of artifacts com-
pared to four other methods. By reconstructing a higher quality
signal from artifact contamination, this work facilitates reliable
clinical EEG analysis and robust BCI system.

Our future work will extend the influence analysis to the ar-
tifact removal techniques that combine BSS and wavelet/EMD,
which have been reported to produce improved results, and to
achieve a more precise automated EEG and artifact separation.
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